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On Oct. 21 in Caracas, representatives of Venezuelan and Colombian steel producers met to
establish bilateral trade quotas for 65 "sensitive" products. The quota system is to become part
of Andean Pact nations' arrangements toward the eventual creation of a free trade zone by 1995.
Implementation of tariff reductions and a mutual customs policy vis-a-vis non-Andean Pact imports
is to go into effect on Jan. 1, 1992. Pact member-nations are Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Venezuela. The combined production capacity of Venezuelan steel plants the state-run SIDOR
and about 20 private companies totals about 5 million metric tons, compared to Colombia's 500,000
MT. The steel industry in the other Pact nations is described as "incipient." The Agence FrancePresse cited unidentified Venezuelan industry experts as saying that the Colombian steel sector is
"overprotected." Fearing inundation by Venezuelan steel products, Colombian officials wanted to
exclude the industry from the free trade agreement. In 1990, the Venezuelan government suggested
temporary reciprocal import quotas worked out by private and public sector representatives
from both nations. A bilateral accord to this effect was signed last year by the Venezuelan and
Colombian presidents. At the meeting this week in Caracas, participants agreed to an overall
minimum quota of 50,000 metric tons per year until 1995. Carlos Vargas, president of the Venezuelan
Steel Institute (Instituto Venezolano de Siderurgica), said the purpose of negotiating a bilateral
quota system is to gradually remove protectionist barriers so that Colombian producers can
increase efficiency and modernize operations to effectively compete by 1995. Colombian company
executives attending the meeting included representatives of the country's largest steelworks
Acerias Paz del Rio, Sideboyaca-Sidelcaribe, Sidelpa-Sidemuna, Simesa, Distral, Prodiero, and
the Federacion de Industrial Metalmecanica, among others. Venezuelan executives in attendance
included representatives of SIDOR, and private companies Sidetur, Sivensa, Vicson, Sizuca, Acerex,
Conduven, CVG, Alfajol, Aga, Tuboauto, Siderpro, Soltuca, Lamigal, Properca, Perfrica and Cigalca.
On Oct. 23, Venezuelan government spokespersons told reporters meeting participants had agreed
on a mutual 8,000 MT quota of steel wire, but accords on over 60 other products such as tubes, pipes,
and galvanized items were not possible. Regarding the wire quota, three Venezuelan companies
Alfajol, Maide and Miccson are the suppliers. The 8,000 MT are equal to 10% of Colombian annual
consumption. [Basic data from El Universal (Venezuela), 10/21/91; AFP, 10/21/91, 10/23/91]
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